Why Bistro Fine?

There are so many options to choose from. We can help you decide why we are the perfect choice.

We guarantee our exceptional quality at a very reasonable price. This way our colleagues remain highly motivated, making sure that they prepare and deliver your food with genuine enthusiasm and care. Support us and order our weekly menus. We promise that you won’t be disappointed!

The food is delivered by our very own team members, so we can guarantee the quality and the hygiene.

1. GREAT QUALITY AT A FANTASTIC PRICE
2. VERIFIED ORIGIN AND SAFE PREPARATION
3. EVERY BITE HAS THE SECRET INGREDIENT: OUR SMILE 😊
Weekly menu • 18/05 - 22/05/2020.

Monday:
Mushroom cream soup, ham, rocket (L)
A: Chicken paprikash, specii, fermented cucumber (L, G)
B: Fried pork, potato salad with caprese and vinegar (G)

Tuesday:
Goose consommé, dumplings (G)
A: Kohlrabi pottage, sorrel, dill (L)
B: Beef cheeks, jus, polenta, root vegetables (L, G)

Wednesday:
Pho soup, vegetables, soba pasta (G)
A: Roasted goat cheese, strawberry, asparagus, salad (L, G)
B: Chicken legs, new potato, green pea, spinach

Thursday:
Chicken liver paté, strawberry, salad with balsamic vinegar (L)
A: Beef tongue, vegetables sauce, steamed dumplings (L, G)
B: Pork loin, bulgur with lecho, tomato salad

Friday:
A: Meatball with tomato sauce, spaghetti, rocket (G)
B: Vegetables casserole, spinach sauces, gherkin (L, G)
Dessert: Rhubarb and strawberry pie (L, G)

(V) vegetarian  (L) contains lactose  (G) contains gluten

Bistro Fine • 1061 Budapest, Andrássy út 8. • www.bistrofine.hu
You may choose food for the whole week, which you can pay cash for the delivery person or weekly via bank transfer.

The two-course meal costs HUF 2,500, which includes the delivery fee as well. You may place the order on the previous week until Friday midday. Just send your order to rendeles@bistrofine.hu.

If you have any question regarding the delivery service, please call: +36 20 401 1173

The meals are prepared according to HACCP standards and are cooled down directly after cooking. The meals are then delivered cold in a purpose-made container straight to you every day between 10.00 a.m. and 1 p.m. On request there is the possibility of contact-free delivery (in this case please inform us when ordering).

Please appreciate that it is very difficult to „box” our dining experience. We can only safely prepare a different food offer for this kind of dining and its presentation will not necessarily be the same as what you can expect in a restaurant setting. Nevertheless, we do our very best to continue pleasing your taste buds with a wide variety of Hungarian dishes.

We aim to keep the price of the menu consistent. Our suppliers operate however, the price of ingredients may vary significantly from day to day. In case these happen greatly and we need to adjust the price, we will let you know first, of course. We might experience the lack of certain ingredients as well. In this case, we will look for a suitable alternative and will inform you of that straight away.

We prepare our meals according to NÉBIH (National Food Chain Safety Office) guidelines.

You may find these guidelines by following this QR code.

A MESSAGE FROM THE TEAM AT BISTRO FINE

We work so you can spend more time with YOURSELF and with YOUR LOVED ONES. This coming period will pose challenges for all of us, but it also offers remarkable opportunities to learn and grow. We have decided to rely on each other for STRENGTH to follow our dreams and reach our goals. We strive to deliver this energy and strength to YOU, with our LOVE and SMILE boxed with every meal you enjoy.

Thank you for your order and enjoy your meal!